CollaborNet®

Precision Information Delivery for Maximizing Clinical
and Financial Outcomes
At Holon Solutions, we believe in the power of technology to make healthcare
better for everyone. Through our groundbreaking precision information delivery
platform, CollaborNet, we’re helping payers and healthcare organizations
empower their providers with relevant patient information delivered directly into
the workflow — with no disruption.

72%

OF DOCTORS

42%

OF DOCTORS

don’t have all the information
they need about their patients.

report they are burned out, primarily
due to administrative burden.

2018 Quest Diagnostics Annual Study

MedScape/ Learned Mindfulness: Physician
Engagement and MD Wellness

“[Holon] gives us the
opportunity to dip into
the ocean of data we
are collecting and put
it into the workflow in
much more discreet
and specialized ways
than any of those
other interoperability
mechanisms could
conceive of doing.”
—Doug Dietzman, EVP, MiHIN

Backed by four US Patents, Holon’s CollaborNet platform employs unique sensing technology, enabling it to
recognize providers when they log into their EMRs, as well as patients — in context — when their charts are opened.
CollaborNet solutions address interoperability challenges that hamper information delivery, seamlessly delivering
precision information whenever and wherever it’s needed.
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The CollaborNet Platform
Delivering Insights and Powering Referrals
CollaborNet Insights and Referrals applications go to work for the healthcare team, proactively searching any
number of third-party information systems for data relevant to that provider and patient at that moment. The
applications deliver the most precise set of curated patient information back to the provider in an unobtrusive ribbon
that displays alongside the patient chart in the EMR.

Holon’s CollaborNet platform
automatically curates, delivers, and
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presents precise information in real
time within the EMR workflow.
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WHY IT WORKS

ABOUT HOLON

Success in value-based care demands the delivery of precise information to

At Holon Solutions, we’re dedicated
to making healthcare better for
everyone. Our patented technology
delivers precise, curated patient
insights to providers in their
workflows, so they can deliver
optimal patient care.

the providers delivering care for your members. With Holon’s CollaborNet
platform, your network providers can:
•	Gain seamless, automated access to actionable insights about your
members and their needs
•

Close gaps in care and reduce avoidable spending

•

Improve HCC coding and RAF scores

•

Enhance collaboration and increase patient satisfaction

CONTACT US
info@holonsolutions.com
770.953.8916
holonsolutions.com
Follow us on LinkedIn

The CollaborNet platform
is HiTrust CSF Certified

